HUMAN NATURE

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO

HUMAN NATURE represents three years of
community-engaged artistic explorations
about the connection with and interdependence on our natural world.

It was the final showing for the Woodlands
Project, a series of meditative and
provocative installations set up in an open
atrium deep in the heart of Vancouver’s
Gastown. There was a mix of young emerging
artists and older established artists, along
side representatives from the David Suzuki
Foundation, ecological economists, city
managers and people just passing through.
The hollow acoustics of the space filled with
the steady beats of our sound artist and the
soundtracks of the Emily Carr student films; it
was a vibrant mix.

The Town of Gibsons has developed an
approach that uses elements of asset
management, financial planning and ecology
to assess and account for the value of the
ecosystems services that nature provides. In
particular, the services provided by Gibsons
key natural assets: the aquifer, woodlands and
foreshore. This groundbreaking practice—
supported by the innovative work of the David
Suzuki Foundation’s ecological economists,
Smart Prosperity Institute and other partners—
provides local leaders with the information
they need to make prudent decisions
regarding the balance of development and
conservation in their communities. The Gibsons
Eco-Asset Strategy is the first of its kind in
North America, and is already inspiring similar
models in other municipalities across the
continent.
The Art Farm was approached in 2013 to share
this new model with people of all ages and
backgrounds through community-engaged
art. This booklet is an overview of the creative
process and outcomes.

My seven-year old daughter was beside me
one minute and then she wasn’t. I scanned
the room, assuming she’d run to one of the
installations, when I saw her sitting and talking
to an older woman; a shopping cart stuffed
with belongings beside her. I wandered over
to check in. “A rat!” my daughter said, as I
approached – and, sure enough, there was a
rat snuggled up sleeping in her lap. The older
woman smiled at me. “It’s my pet,” she said.
That moment has stuck with me. On the
surface, it had nothing to do with the
Woodlands Project at all. They weren’t
looking at an installation, or pondering the
value of the forest. And yet it couldn’t be

more relevant. A seven-year old girl and an
older homeless woman bonding over a pet
rat in and amongst this wild convergence of
art, science, city planning, economics and
accounting is precisely why we do what we
do.
Community-engaged arts is the term we
use to describe the work documented in
this booklet. It’s a term, much like organic
farming, that wasn’t necessary 150 years ago.
Communities have been swapping stories,
playing music, and whipping up dances
together for thousands of years. It’s only in
the relatively recent past with the inventions
of modern technology that our cultures have
begun to blend; to homogenize. As with
nature, we’re just beginning to recognize—to
feel—this loss of cultural diversity.
What is the true value of a forest to the
human beings that live beside it? What is
the value of the thick vein of water that runs
beneath it? What about the complex mix of
silt, sand, mud and wildlife that spreads itself
across the shoreline? The very fact that we’re
pondering this together, as a community, is
a milestone worth recognizing. It’s inspiring.
Finally! A brave municipality is giving voice
to the nature it inhabits the only way it can:
through its books and accounting practices.
The artists, youth, children and community

members who collaborated on the projects
documented here are giving voice to nature
the only way they can: through the artistic
work itself.
My ‘pet rat’ moment was just one of many
profound moments in a three-year journey.
Hundreds of people participated in this
odyssey. The diversity of the artistic voices
intentionally reflected the diversity of nature.
View this work through the eyes of a sevenyear old girl, or a homeless woman who
stumbled on an atrium full of installations,
and perhaps you’ll have a moment of your
own. Or simply view it as you – in amongst
this eclectic and diverse congregation of
people, ideas, backgrounds, points of view,
and pet rats. Like the forest, or clean drinking
water, or the beach, it’s easy to forget how
much we need these gatherings until we’re
there. If you were part of making this—or any
of the pieces, films, or openings that make up
Human Nature—happen, thank you. If you
were an audience member, thank you too. If
this is your first encounter, thanks for jumping
in. And to the homeless woman and her pet
rat, thank you for wandering in to the show.
May we work together soon.
CHAD HERSHLER

Artistic Director / Deer Crossing The Art Farm

THE AQUIFER PROJECT
The Aquifer Project was a multi-disciplinary
artistic exploration on the value and impact
of our water systems underground. The
programming included classes in local
schools and two week long art camps, where
elementary-school age children had a chance
to work with professional artists to contribute
towards a final show. The Aquifer Project’s final
gala event included multi-media installations,
semi-permanent sculptures, film/soundscapes,
story telling and poetry.
This was The Art Farm’s first collaboration with
the Town of Gibsons to highlight the newly
recognized natural assets. After creating
a 500+ page scientific document about
the ways in which the Aquifer adds intrinsic
and monetary value to our town, the local
government decided it was necessary to
share these finding in a way that was more
accessible to all - this is how the Aquifer Project
was born.

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS: Kez Sherwood, Sandy
Buck, Bronwen Payerle, Steve Wright, Elis
Carpentier, Miyuki Shinkai, Amelia Epp
EMERGING ARTISTS: Brendan Hansen, Liam
Parry, Chlöe Langmaid, Dexter Sherwood
SUPPORTERS: British Columbia Arts Council,
Deer Crossing The Art Farm, Town of Gibsons

Each professional artist in the Aquifer Project worked with children and youth to create a
unique art piece for the final show, ‘Filtered’. The work was featured in The Sunshine Coast
Museum, The Gibsons Public Library, The Arts Building, Gibsons Town Hall, and the surrounding
green space.

AQUIFER
A body of permeable
rock that can
contain or transmit
groundwater.

75%
of the Town of Gibsons
depends on groundwater
pumped from three wells
located in Lower Gibsons.

THE GIBSONS AQUIFER

water is so pure that
it can meet health
standards without
chemical treatment.

I worked with children in
elementary classrooms during the
2014 school year. The kids drew,
painted, coloured and created
their own aquifer model using earth
from around the school grounds. I
asked each student to create a clay
sculpture piece in response to the
following question: “If you were a
raindrop what would you see on your
way to the aquifer?”
SANDY BUCK / Deer Crossing The Art Farm
Community Engaged Arts Coordinator

The aquifer is a lifeline for all our
creatures, plants, trees, humans, and
human creations in this ecological
system. Through collaborative visual
art creation, the youth explored the
concept of what an aquifer means to
our life. The process led us to bond as
caring community members.
MIYUKI SHINKAI / Professional Artist

THE AQUIFER PROJECT / 2014

THE WOODLANDS PROJECT
For The Woodlands Project, The Art Farm
collaborated with Emily Carr University of Art
and Design and the David Suzuki Foundation to
produce an informed exploration of the evolving
and complex relationship between our forests
and our urban worlds. The Woodlands Project
included a team of emerging artists, mentored
by professional artists, who worked to produce
a week-long art camp, a large-scale creative
engagement installation at Synchronicity Festival,
and two final art shows in Gibsons and at the
Woodwards Atrium in Vancouver.
‘Pieces of a Forest’ was the title of the final
art show for the Woodlands Project. It was the
culmination of months of research, work, and
creativity for the emerging artists, The Art Farm
staff, and the Emily Carr students with whom
we partnered. The students from Emily Carr had
the same opportunity to learn from the scientists
at David Suzuki foundation about the specific
properties of a healthy functioning forest. Emily
Carr students used multi-media installations to
explore the woodlands. Our emerging artists
created a multi-disciplinary display of art
pieces to share their experience of the project.
This included transporting and recreating the
community-painted pavilion designed and built
by the emerging artists for Synchronicity Festival.

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS: Rob Studer, Dean Schutz, Miyuki Shinkai, Bronwen Payerle, Sandy Buck, Jenifer Lyons, Steve Wright

WOODLANDS

EMERGING ARTISTS: Westerly Henry, Joanna Strzelecki, Courtney Lamb , Dominique Sanchez, RJ Lavery, Sayata
Gabriel, Chlöe Langmaid, Sara McDonnel, Liam Parry, Nick Biden, Suna Galay, Shanon Fitzgeral
SUPPORTERS: British Columbia Arts Council, Emily Carr University of Art and Design, David Suzuki Foundation, Deer
Crossing The Art Farm, Town of Gibsons

THE WOODLANDS PROJECT / 2015

The creeks in the forest store and
filter run-off at a fraction of the cost
of an engineered system.

NURSELOG
nurselog
hold this battered body
with the wisdom of all you have seen
you have what you need to recover
ruins cracks in the concrete
you are stronger
and well prepared for all you will endure
many of you were born this
playing in city parks
with a distant connection to an elder rooted in the forest
with a grandparent you see on holidays
reading circles
they tell us stories of fires and battles burned before
they will tell of this too
growing in the grid of our cities
what keeps you safe in the forest is the forest
but she won’t be afraid to tell you when to leave
maybe we have been encroaching
rapid sprawl
it may have been the straw that broke the camels back
but that doesn’t change the fact you loaded her
until she could no longer stand
too few times we thanked you
droughts depletion
nurselog hold this rain as you always have
you support us
and cleanse our spirit and our life force
nurselog
remind us why we are here
BY CHLÖE LANGMAID

THE WOODLANDS PROJECT / 2015 - GIBSONS

Though in this part of the world
we are blessed with an abundance
of water and greenery in our urban
environment, many pass by without
thought to the services these
ecosystems provides for us.
DEAN SCHUTZ

Professional Artist / The Woodlands Project

THE FORESHORE PROJECT
Inspired by the theme of ‘where land meets water’,

The Foreshore Project brought together a team of
emerging and professional artists to lead a weeklong summer workshop for children and youth in
visual and media arts, partner with the Student
Environment Centre at UBC to produce a series of
interactive community-engaged arts installations,
and design and build a series of installations along
the Gibsons foreshore for the Sunshine Coast Art
Crawl.
For the UBC engagement, students and artists
explored the foreshore surrounding the UBC
peninsula to gather materials, inspiration and plan
their engagement activities. For the first activity,
the group created a tickle trunk of items from the
foreshore, and improvised costumes, props and
make-up for students at their End-of-SummerWelcome-Back Party. Students dressed up and
posed for the photo booth titled “Kelp Protect the
Foreshore.”

THE FORESHORE PROJECT / 2016 - UBC

During the two days of
preparation, pressing deadlines
offered little time for creating
a plan of action. The tangible
environment acted as catalysts
for my intuition and spontaneity.
Hearing suggestions and ideas
coming from all who were
involved, the project came alive.
COLIN COURTNEY
Emerging Artist

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS: Sandy Buck,
Dean Schutz, Rob Studer, Joah Lui, Beth
Hawthorn
EMERGING ARTISTS: Cherry Lu, Joanna
Strzelecki, Chlöe Langmaid, Colin
Courtney, Sophia Dagher
SUPPORTERS: British Columbia Arts Council,
Deer Crossing The Art Farm, Town of
Gibsons, Student Environmental Council,
Province of British Columbia, AMS
Sustainability

THE FORESHORE PROJECT
GIBSONS BC
Participants of The Foreshore
Project displayed their work
during the Sunshine Coast Art
Crawl. The professional and
emerging artists worked together
to build a series of installations
and creative interventions along
the Lower Gibsons sea walk.
The group worked with found
materials and drew inspiration
from the changing scene of the
foreshore.

THE FORESHORE

generally refers to the area
between the natural boundary
of the ocean and the lowest
tides.

GIBSONS

considers the foreshore area
a natural asset that provides
protection from sea level
rise and erosion prevention.

COLIN COURTNEY

ROBERT STUDER

Emerging Artist

Professional Artist

My relationship with the forest and the
foreshore is forever changed by the months
spent contemplating these oases, and my place
in this community is solidified by the opportunity
to share my experience.
CHLÖE LANGMAID / Emerging Artist

ARTISTIC STATEMENT

ARTISTIC STATEMENT

My artistic practice will often begin with
a fleeting thought of colour, shape, or
sound, this acts as a catalyst for the intuitive
process which follows. My practice of
experimentation and automatism allows
memories and emotion to surface from my
unconscious mind. As I create, my archive of
sensory information is accessed, translating
into a visual form.

Nature. Its intricacies are expressed through
an infinite combination of relationships
between elements and species.

The Foreshore project was my first encounter
of experiencing the intuitive process
with other artists. Inspired directly by the
foreshore and ideas from our own creative
backgrounds, a unique process of creation
emerged. Sculptures, paintings and
conceptual installations were born from
letting go of expected results and allowing
the environment to inform our actions.

Well beyond human comprehension, we
are implicated into its web, left only with a
handful of choices; to observe it, commune
with it, discard it or invent it. Working with
others to explore and share these choices
contributes to the wisdom required to
respect, honour and sustain our place within
this entity in which our lives depend upon.

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS 12
EMERGING ARTISTS 20
CHILDREN 100+
COMMUNITY MEMBERS 1000+

Pieces a

an immersive art experience
inspired by the urban forest

MAR-JULY 2016

Foreshore

First 200 to register

take home their own piece of the forest

project supporter

KIDS CAMPS AND
SCHOOL CLASSES
-FORESHORE
Gibsons

Sum
rm
t Fa
mer C
ir c u s C amp on the Ar
July 11th to 15th 10am to 3pm

Participants will explore the theme of “where land meets water”
and, through creative and fun skill building, we will translate ideas
into presentation concepts.

$200 Art Farm member / $225 Non-member

Circus Skills and Team Building: Ages 7 to 9 | Ages 10 to 12

On-line registration and more details:
www.deercrossingtheartfarm.org/circuscamp

Activities include acrobatics, clowning, stilt walking, juggling,
puppetry and physical theatre.
Creative Filmmaking for Youth: Ages 13 to 16 (NEW)

Email: kelly@deercrossingtheartfarm.org

Produced By:

In Partnership With:

Scriptwriting, storyboarding, camera techniques, sound recording
and editing.

UBC STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
-FORESHORE
UBC

OCT 5-9, 2016

project funder

SEPT 2016

more info and ticket reservations at

CREATION WEEK ON
SUNSHINE COAST
-FORESHORE
Gibsons

KIDS CAMPS AND
SCHOOL CLASSES
-WOODLANDS
Gibsons
A SUMMER ARTS

WORKSHOP
AGES 8-14!

Art meets science where forest meets town.

the

30 spots available for budding young
artists to collaborate with emerging
and professional artists on a series
of public art installations for the
Town of Gibsons!

Mediums explored include:

Dates:
July 13 – 17
Time:
10am – 3pm daily
Location:
1747 Storvold Road
Cost:
$175 (Art Farm members)
$200 (non-members)

For more information or to register your child:
www.deercrossingtheartfarm.org/woodlands

Produced by:

e: sandy@deercrossingtheartfarm.org

In partnership with:

p: 604 886 0975

With the support of:

UBC PUBLIC ART INSTALLATION

OCT 14, 2016

-WOODLANDS
Gibsons

pai nt i I nstallation

eventbrite: http://bit.ly/piecesofaforestvan

DEC 2014

w: www.deercrossingtheartfarm.org/aquifer
e: sandy@deercrossingtheartfarm.org
p: 604 886 0975

Forest

event is free but ticket

Dates: July 7 - July 11
Time: 10am - 3pm (meet & greet
on Sun. July 6 for parents
& children)
Location: 1747 Storvold Road
Cost: $150 per child
(includes lunch)

For more information or to register your child:

Of

reservations are recommended

-AQUIFER
Gibsons

A SUMMER
ARTS WORKSHOP
FOR AGES 8-14
30 spots available for budding artists to work with
8 multidisciplinary artists on artistic creations inspired by
our local aquifer! Artistic mediums include:
Multi-media installations, Semi-permanent sculptures,
Film/soundscape, Writing and story telling,
Theatre presentation and puppetry

Sound i video i sculpture

project partners

MINI-ART CRAWL “FILTERED”

THE AQUIFE R PROJEC T

SYNCHRONICITY
INSTALLATIONS

-WOODLANDS
Gibsons & Vancouver

DEC 2015

-AQUIFER
Gibsons

-FORESHORE
UBC

SUNSHINE COAST ART
CRAWL OPENING AND
INSTALLATION
-FORESHORE
Gibsons

OCT 21-23 2016

“PIECES OF A FOREST” OPENING

KIDS CAMPS AND SCHOOL
CLASSES

AUG 2015

FEB 2014

PROJECT
LAUNCH

MAR-JULY 2015

MAR-JULY 2014

HUMAN NATURE TIMELINE

HUMAN NATURE
is the culmination of three years of artistic exploration, engaging
artists and their communities in a question our fast-changing world is
forcing us to answer: what is nature worth to you?

Deer Crossing The Art Farm is a non-profit community-engaged arts organization
of creative community builders. We believe that creative engagement outside
traditional art spaces—on farms or in forests, in hospitals and homes—and across
traditional boundaries—between audience and artist, between arts and the
environment—fosters a stronger sense of belonging for all involved. The more people
feel they belong, the more they invest in their community. This is what we mean by
creative community building. We build community creatively by building creative
communities.

deercrossingtheartfarm.org
@ deercrossingtheartfarm
@ deercrossing

PRODUCED BY:

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

